


























































After three hours reviewing budget re-
quests Tuesday, the 
Associated Students 
Budget Committee cut a net total of 
$8,551  




amounts  of 
$1,000. . 
. $500 . . . which are
 very impor-
tant, 
but you've got to 
remember  we have 
nearly $400,000 
total  cuts to be made," 
said 
Jim Cellini, A.S. adviser. 
Total allocations 
of
 more than $800,000 
have  been requested by 
campus
 organiza-







By Lucy Santopietro 
Daily  staff writer 
Residents at Spartan City 
have a 
hit of a problem  cockroaches. 
"Cockroaches are nocturnal
 ani-
mals, but they're out in the day at 
my
 
apartment," said Ron Nash, liaison 
representative at Spartan City. 
Nash claims Spartan City has a 
serious cockroach problem. 
In response to 
complaints from 
some
 residents  
who are 
bothered  by 
cockroaches,
 a letter 
was sent out 
Tuesday 
morning
 to Spartan 
City res-
idents 
asking  them how
 widespread 
the cockroach
 problem is 
in
 their 










The letter is to get an assessment 
of the number of residents 
who want 
their buildings sprayed, he said. 
"We are trying to find out how 
big the situation is. We would do ev-
erything in our power to spray the 
buildings . ," 
Tattershall  said. A 
building would be sprayed even if 
residents were opposed to the idea, 
he said. 
There are 10 buildings at Spartan 
City, but Building 5 was the only one 
in the complex which has been 
sprayed completely in the past. 
Building 5 was sprayed last No-
vember, and then sprayed
 again in 
December to kill any new cock-
roaches hatched from the egg -in-
fested walls, Tattershall said. Since 
then,  there have been no cockroach 
problems in Buildings, he said. 
Nash, 
who lives in Building 
3,
 
said he spot sprays his apartment 
every two to 
three  months to get rid 
of cockroaches. 
But  cockroaches 
still
 
show up from hatching 
eggs,  he said 
Not all 
buildings are affected.  
Tattershall  said. 
"We've had people
 this semester 
who say they don't
 have cock-
roaches," he said,
 "and they don't 






sprayed  because 
they 





 can die 
from
 a high-









 not harm 
the  resi-
dents, he said, 
It would cost 81,000
 
to 









The A.S. Business Office was the only 
group the
 budget committee recommended to 
receive more than the amount asked in its 
funding request. The business
 office's re-
quest was increased from $196,269 to $205,146 




Timothy  Smalls, member 
of the budget 
committee, proposed that
 the business office 
start
 charging




































































































said  if the center were
 to receive the 
total amount 
requested,
 more than three
 
times
 its 1985-86 allocation
 of $4,375, the sheer 
size
 of the increase 
would  make it highly 
probable that funds 




Intercultural  Steering Committee's
 
funding  request was 
reduced  by $6,685 to 
$3,668.  
The ICS(' is an umbrella organization for 
approximately 10 member 
groups.  
Dvesh Garg, budget committee member 
said $4,500 of the ICSC's allocation
 request of 
$10,353 was to 
be passed to the member 
groups at a rate of $450 per group. 
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musical "The Best Little 
Whorehouse
 in 

















woman's roles in this seasons' 
plays.  
"There
 are only 
four women's
 roles in 










































unanimously for the 





 she said. 
There 
was  some concern 



















Play provides more roles for women 





This is not the first
 time a play has 
been substituted





 announced. In 
1982,  "Good 
News" was replaced
 by "Grease," 
after  
students  asked 
for  the change 














May 2, is 
a true 











 of a 
television  
show host




























































 is not as 
well  
known and quite 
a bit more sedate. 
We 





cast  is 
three times larger than 
"Afoot,"  it will ac-
tually cost slightly




has a smaller 
band 
than  "Afoot," which is one 
of
 our major 
expenses,
 plus the 
costumes  are not as 
ex-





fore, in The Summer Stock Company
 in  
Michigan. She was orginally
 scheduled to 
direct "Afoot" as well. 
"I like 'Somethings 
Afoot,'
 it's a fun 
little play, hut it just doesn't 
have the box 
office appeal
 that 'Whorehouse' does 
Reed 
said. 
"Our primary goal is 
to teach stu-
dents," 
Reed  said. "But we need to be suc-
cessfull at the box office. I think 'Whore-
house' 
is a good combination between 
being a teaching tool and bringing
 in an 
audience."
 
Reed said that there will he 
a cast of 40 
for 
"Whorehouse"
 with over half of them 
women. 
"We weren't expecting that 
many
 peo-
ple to be interested in a 
musical." Reed 
said, 
















initial  auditions for 
"Whore-




Reed  said. 
Tom Grady will star as the Sheriff and 
Jennifer York as Miss Mona. Steve Rubin -
field will co-star as the crusading TV show 
host  Melvin P Thorpe 
"The 
Best Little 
Whorehouse  in 
Texas"  will run May 
2-3 and 7-10 All 
shows  will be at 8 p.m Tickets 
are now on 
sale 
take advantage ot that money,- trarg said. 
He  said some of the groups didn't use
 the 
money last year and the funds were then 
given to another ICS(' member group. 
The A.S. should have
 more control of its 
allocations to the ICSC. Rose said. 
The member groups should apply
 di-
rectly for 
A.S funds on their own 
or go 
through the special 
allocations  process, Rose 
said. 
The ICSC has good 
potential  for fund rais-
ing with 
its fall and spring Food Bazaars, 
Rose said. 
However, 
he said the group listed 
an an -




















Construction  of 
the 400-foot 
Paseo  Mall 
high-rise  on 
the 
corner  of 
Fourth
 and San 
Fernando  
sireets
 has KSJS 
looking  for a 
new





































 of the 
Redevelopment 
Agency of the 
City of San 
Jose's downtown
 
renovation plan, has 
been 
slated to be built 
on the park-
ing lot located at Fourth and
 
San Fernando streets. The 
proposed mall will have two 
400 -foot
 towers connected by a 
small 
shopping  mall. Con-
struction is scheduled to 
begin  
in 1988 and be completed by 
1990. 
"FM signals don't bounce 
off buildings like AM signals 
do. The building will
 be so 
close and so high 
that it'll dis-
tort the signal, and really 
weaken the strength of it," 
Martin said. 
"Our  signal has 
already been weakened by 
other buildings that have gone 
up in the downtown area. 
"The transmitter 
is
 170 feel below 
average  terrain," 
Martin said.
 "It's in the worst 
possible  place to 
broadcast  
from that I can 
imagine.  We are the
 only radio station
 in 
the 
Bay Area not 
broadcasting  our signal
 from a moun-
taintop." 
Martin stated in a memo to Theatre Arts Department 
Chairwoman Mina Garman that it would cost between 
$43,000 and $70,317, depending on the 
quality  of the new 
transmitter, to place it on either Mt. Umunhum or Loma 
Preita. This would include a microwave linkup between 
KSJS's broadcast studio 



















 Bob Martin, 




"The  transmitter we have now is over 10 years old 
and needs to be replaced," said James Lefever, opera-
tions manager for 
the Radio, TV, and Film Department. 
"With the recent repairs it could be our backup transmit-

















 by an SJSU 
(7entral  Plant 
em-
ployee  turned 
into





 to pump water
 from an underground
 tun-
nel
 and ask the CSU for
 emergency funds 










said that a 
valve  left open during
 the repair of a 
steam  
leak outside of 
Dwight
 Flentel Hall was 
never  closed and, 
together 
with  recent heavy 
rains,  
created a "domino ef-
fect"  that filled a 
tunnel












 system to make special
 repairs, Moss said. 
The valve left 
open carried condensate
 water ( used 
steam) and was left 
open to drain the 
system
 prior to re-
pairs.  Moss said 
The tunnel runs from the Central Plant on Ninth and 
East San Carlos streets, to Dwight Bentel Hall in the cen-
ter of campus, and houses pipes carrying steam and 
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 into the out 
door 
lunch  area in 
front of the 
bakery.  Hays 
slowly  shift 
over to the 
















 of students rushes from the doors of the bak-
ery and Student Union to fill the tables and chairs. With 




 might be aggression over 
seat distribu-
tion, but 
the afternoon lunchers 
eventually  settle into the 
white, plastic chairs to enjoy
 food, talk and sunshine. But
 
wait, hell's fire
 and brimstone! The 





 a white T-shirt that says "Jesus"
 begins 
pacing, clearing a path 
"I have 
found the Lord," he says, while 
shaking
 his 
Bible in the air, momentarily blocking
 out a ray of sun-
shine. Some people groan, "Oh, no!"
 
This man stopped taking drugs and
 decided to be-
come an evangelist to 
show
 his love for God. 
This is truly wonderful.
 What is not so wonderful, 
however, 
is that he is invading one of the only 
accessible  
outdoor lunch 
areas on campus. 
There  are picnic tables near 
the
 barbecue pits, but 
even on sunny days they
 are surrounded by puddles of 
mud. 
And for students who only have a 
half-hour for 
lunch, a trek across 




Evangelism on the SJSU campus 
doesn't  need to be 
cut out entirely, it just 
needs  to be moved to a better 
loca-
tion. Some 
evangelists such as 
Billy Graham are 
very
 
well liked. Many 
people  pay to hear him speak 
Graham 
makes  about $50 million a year, and 
was  voted in the most 
admired top tO males
 in America. His television show 
is 
very popular.
 On the other hand, there have
 been com-
plaints
 about Dr. Gene Scott's 
television  show 
There are 
many
 inspirational shows 
on
 television to 
choose
 from. There is also an 
"off" button. There is no 
"off" button to our 
outdoor lunch area . 
The chairs near the bakery
 and student union are 
padlocked to the 
tables  Even if someone wanted 
to move 
his chair, he would he 





 an evangelist practiced his form of bible. 
belting and bad vocal production. His voice was raspy, 
harsh and downright irritating. But the choice was either 
to listen to him or be forced to seek out another lunch 
area.  
Some students enjoy the evangelists, either receiving 
inspiration or heckling 




listen to them. However, the evangelists are monopolizing 
a ready-made crowd that doesn't necessarily want to lis-
ten to them. 
A mime visited the 
SJSU
 campus early in the spring 
semester.
 He had to do his act in the amphitheater be-
cause that is where outdoor 
performances  are staged. He 
didn't even
 talk during his mime, but doing an act in front 
of the Student Union and bakery area would impede pe-
destrian
 traffic. 
A "disco-queen" turned into a 
"gospel  preacher" vis-
ited campus. As people walked by she  would scream at 
them; "Fornication!" and "Burn in hell!" She called 
some female students "whores," and
 some male students 
"faggots." A large 
crowd  formed blocking the walkway 
between the Student Union and the bakery. 
What about other group privileges at SJSU? This area 
could become an open forum for juggling acts, perfor-
mance  art and rock bands. 
If a mime must be relegated to the amphitheather, 
and musical groups that want to play outside must per-
form there, why not evangelists? Then students could 













































major,  class 
standing 











The  Daily 
reserves  the 
right  to edit let-
ters
 for libel and 
length. 
.71 









would  like to 









 The issue 
of





gave it by 
using 
quotes 




 on rape 
was poor 
Hackley's  
quote  of Mark 
Knipper 






 is one of the
 most sexist
 





people  in this 
country 
have  been 
trying  to 
stop 
the  stupid and





 in this 
article
 all men 
are lumped 










feminine  or 
masculine  










 that in 
the  future 

















 could get 
away with 
it . 




Rape task force 
defended 
Editor, 
In response to Bill Baron's and 
Patrick Greely's let-
ters regarding the Associated Students Sexual 
Assault
 
task force there are some points of clarification that I 
would like to make. In February. Kagen of the ('SLI 
Chancellor's office distributed a report  on the 
subject  of 
acquaintance and date rape at the
 college level. The re-
port explained that these occurrences are not isolated in-
cidences, but rather prevalent throughout universities. 
The report also detailed the types of situations i.e. exces-
sive drug/alcohol consumption) 
which  lent themselves to 
incidences of violence against
 women. 
In 
response  to this 
report,
 the Associated 
Students 
voted to establish a Sexual Assault Task Force, the pur-
pose of 
which  is educational awareness of the issue. The 
goal of the Task Force is to compile an educational pro-
gram that will be made available to the students of SJSU 
via clubs, dorms, public 
forums,
 fraternities and sorori-
ties. 
From the tone of your letters, I imagine you had some 
misunderstandings on the nature of the Task Force. Thus, 
I would like to 
remind  you that the A.S. Office is located 
upstairs in the Student Union and our phone number is 
277-3201. If you find you have questions on some issue at a 






needlessly hassle students 
Editor,  
In regard to Kevin Cassidy's letter "Party 
incident 
not a minor crime," I believe the police drastically need 
to consider  the seriousness of a crime before making ar-
rests willy-nilly. Don't they realize they're messing with 
people's lives and not "just doing their job?" 
I am appalled to hear that the police have nothing bet-
ter to do than "crackdown" on jaywalkers and ticket bi-
cyclists, as well as raid parties. If 
there's
 no harm done, 
can't  you leave people alone? 
When it comes to responsibility, think of this: should 
it really be that of the supplier of the nasty ol' alcohol? If 
an individual can't control himself and
 does harm, 
shouldn't he be punished? And shouldn't companions look 
out for each other rather than have the blue -coated baby-
sitters watch every move? 
Mr. Cassidy.
 you speak of the San Jose Police Depart-
ment's national recognition. On what 
are  these statistics 
based, the number
 of jaywalking citations? The number
 
of 
minors  incarcerated for 
possession of beer? 
Furthermore, 
how  do police "interact" with drunken 
people? They supposedly are the "authorities" and this 
can give people (even the great San Jose police) an 
ego or 
power trip. And, in addition, from what I've read, no one 
was even drunk 
yet. 
In response to what could be possible police brutality, 
you say that they
 will  "think twice before committing this 
offense again!" What's next, tear -gassing jaywalkers? 
Nowadays, most university students are cool and 
mellow (relative to a 
decade  ago), and yet the police still 
seem to have to hassle us now to the point of us becoming 











like to address the 






vestments  in South 
Africa.  While politically
 popular, it is 
incredibly 
shortsighted  from a 
business  perspective. 
People fail to realize
 that the companies 
suffer not 
from this selling;
 only current and 
future
 generations of 
students
 lose out because 
of
 this selling. IBM has 
gained 
25 
points in the 
current
 bull market 
rally  over the past 
five months. 
This  represents a return 
of 20 percent. 
Where else can you get a return 
like that? 
Once a stock
 goes public, the 
parent  company is 
con-
cerned 
only with maximizing 
stock  value. The value of a 
stock comes from that 




 to make a company like IBM or 
Coca-Cola  
get out of South Africa, 
their  operations there must turn 
unprofitable. 
They
 will stay  down there as long
 as it is 
profitable and thus enhancing cash
 flow and stock values. 
Investors
 are not fools either; they will 
invest  where 
it's profitable. Divestment 
sounds nice, but from a busi-
ness 
perspective, it makes no sense at all. 
It's like the old adage 
"cutting off your nose to spite 
your face." 
It
 would hurt current and future 
students.
 En-
courage all students 
to
 think about facts. 
Robert














March  10 issue
 was most
 helpful in 
determining 
who
 to vote 


















 to be in 
favor of the 
$3 fee 
hike;  and all four
 seem to see 
themselves  as the













 Center or 
the 
proposed  fourth 




plans for the 
next  year) s 
Only three 
candidates  have 
indicated a need 
to listen 
to the 
students in either 
a direct or indirect
 fashion. These 
three 
candidates expressed
 an interest in 
"uniting the  
campus"
 in some mysterious 
way. 
When  all is said and 
done,  though, one fact
 becomes 
extremely
 clear. Each 
of
 the candidates has 
his own per-
sonal motives for 
running  for office, ranging
 from the in-
stallation 
of
 a child-care program on 
campus to special 
work 
with  the fraternities and 
sororities  to the mainte-
nance
 of conservative leadership
 on campus. 

























 a place of mystery, 
suspense and of 
lost
 ships in the night. 
Little did Cy Spectator
 know he would 
enter such a 
place himself. 
Cy was a 
baseball junkie. 
He
 had grown up with
 " 
the Giants, and 
later  in life, the successes 
of the 
Oakland 
A's. He followed 
both teams and 
supplemented  his 
four games a 
week  schedule 
with  
a subscription 
to Baseball Digest. 
Not  only was 
Spectator
 a junkie, he was 
an
 
optimist. When the 
Giants  were 4-0 in spring 
training, he 
was  preparing for the 
playoffs.  
One day he had
 an idea. "What 
about three 
games in two
 days? On Friday,




game,  and then hit 
an
 A's night game 
and  drive 
down Saturday to 
check  out the San 
Jose




 to see some great baseball,
 
he thought, and
 he could show his 9 -year
-old son, 
Sam, what America's Pastime 
was  all about. 
The weather
 was great Friday, and a big crowd 
came to see the Dodgers. 
The  Giants threatened 
early and loaded the bases in the first. 
"Now batting,
 left fielder, Jeff Leonard." the 
announcer said. 
A man sitting next 
to
 Sam laughed and said to 




 and I hope he's in the mood to play 
baseball today," the companion replied. 
S am didn't understand. He wondered why they 
said that. 
"Oh, never mind them. 
Leonard's had his 
problems, but they're behind him," 
Spectator
 said. 
"And besides, he's good for a .300 average." 
The Giants 
went  on to lose in the 10th inning, and 
the Spectators were 
on
 their way to the Coliseum. 
It was another big 
crowd.  as the A's star pitcher 
was on the mound. 
They were not disappointed. 
The  crafty veteran 
was 
mowing the opposition down. Going into the 
eighth, he had a perfect 
game.  
But then, the 
call.
 
The umpire said, "ball," the
 pitcher, "strike." 
"Daddy, 
why  does the pitcher carry a gun with 
him, and why did he shoot the umpire?"
 Sam asked 
as the 
crowd went wild. 
"Oh, that's just Joaquin. He's had his problems 
in the 
past,  but he's a fiery competitor and good for 
20 wins." 
Spectator  said. 
Andujar got one of those wins that day, and 
everyone 
left 




 of kin. 
Little Sam didn't sleep very well that
 night. 
There was 
something  wrong 
with  this 
game,  he 
thought 
But Sam couldn't quite 
figure out what it was. 
The crowd was abuzz at San








pitcher. His name was Mike Norris. 
The 
excitement  soon turned to 
disappointment,  
as Norris was





yelling  the same things at 
Norris as they had at 
Leonard of the Giants. 
"Mike's  had his problems
 in the past, son, 
but  he 
deserves 
another 
chance.  He's 
a great 




 heard of the 
Bermuda
 Triangle. But 
he knew something was 
wrong  with America's 
Pastime. 
His dad was 
just  like a lot of fans. They only
 
know balls and strikes. 
Spectator
 was unaware he had 
just  been 
through: 
The 
Bayball  Triangle: 
from
 San Francisco 
to
 
Oakland to San Jose  





and lost ballplayers in the night. 
Scott  




appears Tuesdays and every
 other Thurday. 
Spartan
 Da ily/ThUrSday




































































 on a dif-
ferent 
kind of assistance
 to help a 
stu-
dent find 
a job upon 
graduation.  Stu-




-in basis; for 





 I workshop gives 
suggestions on 
researching  and pre-
paring for interviewing. The session 
lasts one to two hours and students 
can attend on a drop-in basis. 
Interview II is the video practice 
interview. In this workshop, students 
participate in a simulated interview 










 also an Effective Inter-
viewing
 for People with Disabilities
 
workshop, which teaches techniques 
for maximizing abilities and respond-
ing positively to 
inquiries about these 






















Daily staff writer 
Ninety-five 
percent
 of the stu-
dents 
who  participate in the Co -Op 
Education Works find permanent po-
sitions in their 
chosen  fields after 
they graduate, said Kelly McGinnis, 
Coordinator of the Co -Op Education 
program. 
The Co -Op progam, which en-
ables students to intern in the same 
field they are studying at SJSU, has 
proven to be a successful way to land 
a job. 
"Many 
students in the program 
find that upon graduation they have 
five or six job offers," McGinnis said. 




McGinnis said that 
all parties in-
volved
 in the program benefit. 
"It's 
good for the university, the 
student, and the employers," she 
said. "From the 
student
 point of 
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 in it. 
"A lot of students
 pick a profes-
sion because they think it might 
be 
glamorous or 
exciting," she said. 





of a paid position obtained
 through 
the 
program,  students can also 
earn  
college credit by 
participating in Co -
Op, 
McGinnis  said. 
"They can get a job with us, then 
get it 
approved  by their department 
as an internship,"
 McGinnis said. 
"Also, some departments will offer 
upper
-division  credit for certain 
jobs." 
McGinnis said 
credit  is never 
granted 
for simply working in a 
major -related job. 
"One has to write
 papers or jour-
nals related to the experience gained 
on the job," 
she  said, 
There are usually 
1,500  to 1,600 
students
 enrolled in the program at 
any given time. 
McGinnis 
said that last year 774 
students participating in the pro-
gram were
 placed in career -related 
jobs upon matriculation. 
Companies
 in the program bene-
fit as much 
as the students do, 
she 
said. 
"They get a good look at the stu-
dent, and the student gets a good 
look
 
at the company. In this way, a com-
pany 
can  weed out its hiring prac-
tices, and hold onto the people it 
really wants in its organization." 
A student is eligible for the Co-op 
Education Program after completing 
30 units, declaring a major, and tak-
ing 
one class in his major. 




 get into the program as early 
as possible, 
"so  they can see which 
jobs are there, plan a scholastic 
schedule 
and see what classes they 
need to get a specific job that might 
catch their eye." 
Bhagwan's
 cars 
to be auctioned 
LOS ANGELES 
(AP)
  A dozen 
Rolls-Royce luxury cars, once used to 
ferry the Bhagwan
 Shree Rajneesh in 
high style around the grounds of his 
defunct
 Oregon commune, will be 
sold at auction in Universal City. 
They are part of the fleet of auto-
mobiles the guru was forced
 to leave 
in the United States when he was de-
ported last November after pleading
 
guilty to arranging sham marriages 
to circumvent federal immigration 
laws 
tion It gives





 Sign ups 
in Building Q 
are required 
for this 
particular  workshop 
Field Work 
Preparation  is a 
workshop  where 
students
 learn how 
to 
make  the most of their field 
experi-
ence. Tips
 from Co -Op students, em-
ployers and supervisors
 are also in-
cluded. This workshop 
is required for 
students starting with the Co -Op
 pro-
gram. Sign
 ups are required. 
The Resume 
I workshop gives 
students hints for 
presenting  skills 




 and letter writing. Resume II is 
the critique of a student's 
resume.  In-
dividualized  suggestions for improv-
ing resumes and letters
 are given to 
each student. The student must bring 
a typed resume draft which is cri-
tiqued
 during the workshop. 
The 
Career 
Planning  and 
Place-
ment 



























up is required 
for the five -week
 ses-
sion. 
Job Search is another workshop 
that includes 
job -hunting techniques 
in the hidden market. It 
provides  stu-
dents with tips on how to get hired. 
These 
include traditional methods 
such as going 
through  the want ads 
and applying at  the 
personnel office 
of a company. These are not as 
effec-
tive




 to offer. 
Job 
Search
 also consists of tech-
niques




such  as networking. 
Network-
ing allows 
job  applicants to learn 
strategies and make 
contacts  in the 
job market 
so
 that they can get the 
job best 





also  a half -day job 
search
 workshop that is a 
combina-
tion of job 
hunting, resume writing 
and  interview 
preparation.
 It is de-
signed 
to
 provide students 
with all 
they need to 
know to obtain work. A 
workshop
 in summer job
-hunting 
techniques 
also  gives pointers 
on 
where and how 



















Roger  Gilbert 
Daily staff 
writer  
People gnawed by the mys-
teries of personal computers will 
have a chance to clear away mega-
bytes of confusion if they attend 




sored by the 
Association  for Com-
puting Machinery today at 2:30 in 
the Engineering
 Building, Room 
247. 
ACM is 
a student chapter of a 
national organization of people con-
nected to computer science. 
The 
meeting
 will be conducted 
in a question and answer 
format by 
Ed Hickman, an advising engineer 
who has worked 
with  IBM for 20 
years, and Mafalda Tan, a personal
 
computer 
consultant for the 
Fairfax Roe Corporation. 
Topics of the discussion will in-
clude how to utilize 
home
 comput-
ers, which kind to buy, what kind of 
software is available and how to 
upgrade 
computers,
 said Cheryl 
Brennan,  the club's co -vice presi-
dents. 
The two 
consultants  are IBM 
experts, and 
the  emphasis will be 
on IBM 
personal  computers and 
IBM
 PC compatibles, 
said Bren-




 major hotne 
personal
 
computer  systems 








 overall sales. 
Apple 
computers
 are not 
generally  















intelligence  or 
how employment
 looks for new
 col-
lege graduates in 
the industry are 
usually 




day's  discussion 
would  appeal to 
anyone  even 









what we'll try to answer," she 
said.  
Cirinele said the  club can 
ap-
peal to anyone interested in 
com-
puters and
 computer technology. 
"It's something different. 
We're not a 
ski  club where we go 
skiing 
every  weekend or a 
sailing 
club where we sail all the 
time:  
we're an academic society," Ciri-
nele said 
The club averages about 30 
members 
each  semester, she said. 
"Those are the 
people who pay 
the 45 dues. In social activities we 
get a lot more,"
 she said. 
"There are two advantages to 
being in the club. You can meet 
people and learn about things in the 
computer 
industry,"  Cirinele said. 
"The club is basically a social 
thing," said club member Dave 
Eglington. "We fight very hard 
every Friday 
to dispel the image of 






By Stew Hintz 





tabloid, made its first ap-
pearance on campus Tuesday. The 
purpose of the paper is to provide an 
alternative to the 
Spartan Daily, said 
editor Mike




will  appear monthly, 
and
 5,000 issues have already been 
printed and distributed, 
Schulkins 
said. 
" We've decided to leave them so 
that you can't walk 
very far without 
tripping over a stack of them," he 
said. 
The Review is eight to 10 pages, 
will be in tabloid form and cost ap-
proximately 6300 to produce, he said. 
The Review is sponsored by Stu-
dents for the Free Market, a campus 
based organization 
believing  in con-
servative economic
 policies. Schul-
kins is its 
vice president and Paul 
Mezzetta, a senior in accounting,
 is 
the club's president. 
Both Schulkins 










Citing the need to remain autono-
mous from both the College
 Republi-
cans and the Associated 
Students,  
Mezzetta said that the Review 
will
 be 
funded  by those in the Free Market 
club. 
The Review will be 
the second at-
tempt at an alternative paper at 
SJSU 
this semester. The group
 Out-
spoken sought 
Associated  Students 
funding
 of 97,000 on Feb. 610 put out a 
political magazine, but its 
request 
was denied by the A.S. 
Board  of Di-
rectors. 
"We wouldn't 
accept  any ( A.S.) 
funds if they offered them," Mezzetta 
said. 
The 
paper  has been in the 
works  
for the past semester and
 a half, 
Schulkins said, 
and was inspired in 
part by other conservative college 
papers like  the 
Dartmouth  Review, 
but 
the main impetus was the 
the 
emergence
 of the group 
Outspoken.  
"We were 












biased . . as 
opposed  to the 
editors of the 
Spartan Daily











 school and be 
less  critical 
of it than the Daily . 
"We 




 Republicans a 
chance 
to write for us," 
Schulkins  said. 
"We 
wanted to tell 
people  that 
they're
 not alone on this 
campus  if 
they
 believe that contras 
should get 

















in trouble." Mezzetta 
said.  
















world  of 
high
 prices and





great to see an 
exception







quality  cipies  
availahlc
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advantage



















































































Afro-Cuban  and Bra-
zilian 
music. Cononeo 









They  play today at 
noon 
in the upper 
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the  most important
 thing 











Distraction,  even 
for  a split second,
 can 
be the major 
cause of an 






you're  driving a 
car or riding a 
bi-
cycle. Once you 
get out on the street,
 you 
have to 
pay attention to 
what  you're doing. 
"Can you 
imagine what would
 happen to 
a jet 
pilot, say like a 
fighter pilot, if he 
was 
to fly his plane
 like most people
 drive their 
car.
 You know the 
attention; the 
first time 







During the the past
 three or four years, 
there
 have been virtually no bicycle
 acci-
dents around the SJSU 
campus,  Sgt. Ed An-
derson. 





accidents  involving 
cars  around cam-
pus, there was









"Our  statistics 
are only on campus 
property, any 





 do handle cases
 on the 
street  sometimes, it's 
because somebody's
 
been hit, maybe hurt, and
 we can respond 




comes, they can take 
it over, and 
it's their statistical analysis. 
What we did 
was
 an agency assist, so those 
statistics  
wouldn't show,"
 Lunsford said. 
"I've 
been here for 15 years and I can't 
remember that many bicycle accidents on 
campus," he said. 
However, Lansford said that he was 
sure there are a lot of near accidents on 
campus from somebody riding a bicycle and 
almost 
hitting  a pedestrian. 
"Bicycles can be hazardous to pedestri-
ans just as 
vehicles  can be hazardous to bi-
cycles,"Lunsford said. 
When it comes to campus
 jurisdiction. 
Lunsford  said that UPD has concurrent ju-
risdiction with San Jose's Police Depart-
ment. 
"In an emergency, we'll always 
cross  
lines. People 
are the most important thing, 
(and) if somebody is 
in danger, we will re-
spond, but we'll also call
 San Jose," Lans-
ford said. 
When it comes to emergencies 
outside  
of campus, we have a primary
 jurisdiction 
responsibility of campus properties. Lans-
ford 
said. 
To avoid accidents on the  side of the 
driver, Lansford said 
that drivers have 
many blind spots. An inch can block out feet, 
he said, and you 
















pends on you," Lansford  said. 









when driving at night. 









You can get 
a battery 
operated  or gen-
erator light




life you need to 
protect,
 Lunsford said. 





 say they can't 
afford a good 
lock.
 A chain that costs
 about $30," he 
said. 
Responsibility
 as a 
cyclist  was 
also
 
noted  by Lansford, in 
that  if you ride a bicy-
cle, you have 
to
 observe the 
rules  of the road 
just as motor vehicles do. 
"That 
means  a 
complete





 lights and 
signals. and 
you 
don't  ride 
through
 crosswalks,
 you walk 









 want, and 










said.  "If a 
collision
 happens at a 
crosswalk,  that's 










rules of the 
road."  
Lansford  said 
that one of the 
neat things 
about a 
bike is that you can 
sail right be-
tween
 cars and cut 
through
 traffic. Every-




looking for other cars, 
not  bikes, 
he said. 
"You've
 got to be 
very  careful 
when  you 
start sneaking 
through," 
Lansford  said. 
Cycle 
penalties  can go on your
 driving 
record, and it does not matter if you 
are on 
two wheels, four wheels or 
even 18 wheels, 
Lunsford
 said. 
In the case of an 
accident,  though de-
scriptions of involved parties may be vague, 
Lansford stressed calling all accidents in to 
the police department. 
"If you call it in and it 
gets out on the 
radio right away, then wherever the guy is, 
they're
 (the police) going to pick up on him, 
and they'll stop anybody 
that fits that de-
scription. 
"They'll ( the police) 
check  out who they 
are and 





If you're driving 
a bicycle, be cautious. 
Lansford said. Think ahead and be aware of 
what the cars might
 do at any moment. If 
you're driving a car, 
think  bicycles and mo-
torcycles. Put yourself in the other vehicles 
place. 










Daily  staff writer 
H e 
is the bike 




 bike racer 
struggles  
up the Santa Cruz Mountains on High-
way 9. His pulsating arms are push-
ing and pulling to get the momentum 
needed in order to reach the summit. 
His legs are throbbing with pain. 
Finally, the tough part is over. 
The biker is at the
 lop. 




Everything  now appears 
much clearer 
and prettier to him. He 
scans the view of the 
forest, feeling a 
sense of tranquility as 
he
 breathes in 
the scent of Redwood 
trees. Then he 
glances at motorists 
below, rushing 
in the smog -laden 
air  of San Jose. 
"What a contrast." he sighs. 
This 
weekend  scenario occurs 
twice a month for the 
hike racer. Ken 
Miller, president
 of the !QM] 
bike  
racing team His  other
 




racers  train around 
150 
miles a week, 





week,  they ride 60 to 70 
miles.  Other days are spent
 on hills 
and speed 
workouts. 
"It takes up a lot 
of time to be 
successful. You have to devote
 as 
much time to 




is intense. Road 
races are 30 to 
100  miles. Big packs of 
racers huddle 
together.  with one foot 
between each 
racer,  Miller said. 
This close 
proximity  gives racers 
in the back a chance to 
chat





the end The front 
runners  are break 
ing the
 wind for them by as 
much as 
20 percent.
 This is called the draft ef-
fect. 
He said the life of the bike racer 
is not that 
carefree.
 Bikers must put 
up with screaming motorists who al-
most run
 over them and dogs ready 







spirited  Riva 180. 
A 
4
















































































 bike racing are 
worth 
it
 to Miller. "It's done 
a lot for 
me. It keeps me in shape.
 I get to 
travel,
 explore Santa Clara 
County  
and the 





But  Miller said, "Americans are 
behind  in 
biking."  
Bike racing is getting
 popular as 
a result
 of the exposure
 it received 
from the 
1984 Olympic 
Games,  and 
the movie 
"Breaking  Away." 
he said. 
Anticipating
 spring weather. 
Miller cannot wait for the sen-
sation of pedaling his hike III 
the 
glitter
 of warm sunshine beating 
down on his trim 
physique.  
"Spring  is here and 
it is time to 
get rid
 of the 
cobwebs of the 
winter - 
Michael K. Chow - 
Daily staff photographer 
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1615-C 


















Featuring  Maruishi Mountain Bikes 


















































 Come in and see us today 
5671 

















































































































































































































































































































 and the study of 
3,600 
traffic accident 
reports  through 


































Of the 54 













 Only 8 percent




accidents  had 
taken a 
safety  course.







vest  were in-
volved 
in accidents,




















 crash impact 
speed is only 
20 mph, but without
 the right safety 
gear, that 
is
 enough to kill  you.
 
In 
an interview with "Motorcyl-




 said that 20 mph 
is 
"enough to splatter




if you've got a helmet on, 
your head 
can take a hell of a 



























Those fat -tire bikes that barely 
fit in the bike racks are becoming the 
hottest thing on wheels
 since Evil 
Knievel's pants caught 
on fire, 
Although the term "fat -tire 
bikes" covers any bicycle with a tire 
width from 1 1/2 to 2 1/8 inches, the 
wide tire bikes are actually two clas-
sifications of 
transportation.  
The cruiser style, also known as 
a balloon tire, fat -tire, or surfer bike, 
is usually heavier 
and  without 
speeds, or gears. Seen on beaches 
and levees, 
it is ideal for a comfort-
able ride on fairly level surfaces. 
Reasons
 for buying this type 
of 
bike induct", desiring a more com-
fortable ride than a 10 -speed, fewer 









trast to the 10-speed's crouched over 
one. 
Popular 
names of  cruiser bikes 
include Diamondback. Ross, and 
Peugeot, which range in price from 
$179 to 
$214. 
While cruiser -type bikes 
have  
been 
popular  for years and are remi-
niscent of the old-fashioned
 type of 
bike, 
mountain bikes are relatively
 
new to the 
cycling  scene. 
Mountain bikes, 
also known as 
ATB's  (all -terrain bikes), first ap-
peared in Mann County 
around  1981 
when 
pioneering  cyclists converted 
their old beach cruisers 
I known as 
skunkjunkers).
 Or, cyclists had 
cus-
tom bike builders 
assemble new 
frames at a very
 expensive cost
 









 who use the 



































































































ment,  the 
bicycle 





































needs  to 
carry 
























































































height and width than a 
single stem 
with handle bars. The
 head angle. 
which is the angle between the handle 
bar stem and the top frame tube. 
should be 70 degrees  to prevent over -
steer. This acute angle is necessary 
for nimble, low -speed steering and 
necessary on the trail to prevent the 
bike from jackknifing. 
Square -lugged knobby tread on a 
2 1/8 inch wide tire will provide 
the 
necessary traction and handling. 
When riding variable terrains, de-
flate the tire 10 to 15 pounds per 
square inch
 less than the recom-
mended tire pressure written on the 
tire side wall. 







 in the 
high teens or low 
twenties  which, in 
cycling jargon, translates to a 24 to 28 
tooth small chainring and a 34 to 38 
tooth large freewheel cog. 
These recommendations will 
help any cyclist shopping for a suita-
ble mountain bike and simulta-
neously tip off the salesperson that 
he's not dealing with a novice. 
Prices range from $300 for a Peu-
geots Orient Express, to $600 for a 
Miyata. Bikes can cost more than $1,-
000, but Bicycling 
magazine says 
Ross' Mt. Hood bike for $329 is among 
the best of the current breed of sport 
bikes. 
Most bike shops stock mountain 
bikes,
 so availability
 is not a 
prob  
lem. The difficulty in riding moun-
tain bikes lies in access  of the terrain. 
Paul Gallo, 
of San Jose's Bike 
Lane, says there are two well-known 
mountain bike trails where most 
rid-
ers have their own private trails. 
The Page Mill ride is approxi-
mately 35 miles long and begins be-
tween Highway 89 and Skyline
 Boule-










tween Skyline Boulevard 
and High-
way 9 and descends into Saratoga. 
"Just about
 anyone who 
rides 
will know what you're talking about if 
you mention those 
two  names," Gallo 
said. 
The Lexington 
Reservoir  area is 
off-limits and rangers will force 
bik-
ers to walk their bikes out of the park.
 
On the 
other  hand, Alum Rock 
Park
 
has good trails that are 
marked  and 
not 
frequented  several miles out of 
the park. Many cyclists 
simply drive 
their  cars to Highway 9 until they find 
a fire road to ride. 
No matter
 where bikers ride, 
they need to obey trail markings be-
cause the sport is suffering from a se-
vere case of bad public
 relations. 
Self-centered cyclists have caused 
erosion on trails unsuitable 
for bik-
ing, scared horses and riders by not 
walking their bikes past equestrians. 
Some cyclists have actually hit 
hikers when the  cyclists came 
around  
a corner 
without a warning. 
ROMP, Responsible Of (road 
Mountain Pedalers,
 specify these 
warnings:  
 Regulate downhill speed by ac-
counting for
 clear trail space ahead 
 Negotiate blind
-corners  slowly 
and sound a warning 
so hikers know a 
cyclist
 is sharing the trail. 
Come to a 
complete  stop if 
there are 
horses  on the trail, dis-
mount, 
and walk past or let them 
walk past. 
ROMP maintains that there
 are 
people who don't know what 
moun-
tain 
biking- is, but they know they 
don't like it. If they see
 out of control 
descents, tire ruts 
on
 narrow switch 
backs, or horses spooking because of 
sheer thoughtlessness on the riders 
part, they'll like its 
whole  lot less. 
impact to 150 
Gs, he said. (400 
Gs is 
only
 enough for a light concussion.)
 
An accident 
that can smash a human
 
face like a baseball 
bat hitting a 
pumpkin would only leave a hel-
meted rider with a headache,
 he said. 
Although the report 
found that 
any helmet is better 
than  nothing, 
only  a modern full -face helmet pro-
tects
 a rider's teeth and 
face. 
To avoid an 
acccident in the first 
place, the
 rider and the 
motorcycle  
need  to stand out in 
traffic  to prevent 
cars from 
violating  the rider's right 
of 
way,
 Thom said. 
Almost all




 report were 
caused  by a car 
driver not 
seeing  the 
motorcyclist
 








a lot of 
motorcyclists  
wear  is real 
good
 camouflage,"
















 turned on 
while  
riding during the

















 a splash of bright
 color that 
registers  in the 
midbrain,  which 
forces a person to 
look automatically 
"Running with the high beam, 
those 








Another way to help avoid 
acci-
dents is 
to take a certified rider train-
ing course by organizations
 such as 
the Motorcycle Safety Foundation 




the basics and 
some of the more specific things of 
how to ride a motorcycle on the 
street, how to 
develop




A  course also shows riders to use 
the front brake, which provides
 most 
of
 the stopping power 
on a motorcy-






































 of the 
pants, 




ride  in the
 dirt, 
which  I did,"
 
Thom  said.


























 and Mark Wilkerson  
"pop -a
-wheelie"
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weight
 And effort 
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  $39.95 
Vi -Pro 
White/Black   
$44.95
 
8 3 So 
2nd  Street 















Nancy Chan Daily staff 
artist 
"A more effective or realistic 
countermeasure that  shows
 a posi-
tive
 effect, is going 






tion office in 
Mountain  View is offer-
ing a $67 
class for beginners and 
a $30 
class  for more experienced 
riders.  
The MSF's toll -free
 number is 1-800-
447-4700 
and an operator will tell call-
ers the 






planning  to 




Bicycle  heaven 
PEKING (AP)
  China 
has  pro-
duced  30 
million
 bicycles 


























lion  of them,
 one
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SJSU softball team players Kim Green ( left ) and Chris Berti do some landscaping
 on the 
practice field between first











staff  writer 
The  SJSU rugby
 team goes 
into 
Saturday's 
home  game 
against  the 
Paxos 























 played the 
Paxos 
before, but













 Paxos are ex -university 
players, so the 
players  are more 
ma-
ture 
and  have several





"That's  the challenge: as a 
young, enthusiastic
 team, can we rise 





























 the Spartans IA 
ill 
stick  with the 
same routine
 in prat 
lice.  
"There's
 nothing in their 
way es 








when  both 



























Daily staff writer 
After coaching 




coach  Sharon 
Chatman  has 
decided to 









 a 1-11 





season  may not
 have been 












coach  in SJSU 









 if I was going to 
make 
a career 










while f am still young 
enough to break
 into a new profes-
sion " 
Chatman
 said she 
would  like to 
finish 
what she started 15 
years  ago 
 go to law school. 













The women's tennis 
team won its 
fifth
 match in a row Tuesday, blank-
ing St Mary's 









Gaels  fell 
to
 4-3. 
Every Spartan won in straight 
sets, 
prompting  the Gaels' assistant 
coach to say her team was "a little 
rusty " 
"We were just not in it today," 
she 





said.  "They were 
just better than us " 
Only No 1 seed
 Chandra Thomp-
son lost 
more  than three games in 
singles play, 





 2 Shelly Stockman
 topped the 
Gaels'  Annika 







Scholl.  6-0, 6-1 
Anh-Dao
 Espinosa 
notched  a 6-2,
 
6-2 









faced  little 
problems  with 
Sally Scudder













her  team 
"We were 
a little down







 said. "But 








when to move 
in and have 
great 
strength in their strategy " 
Doubles play 









 Connell and 
Scholl,
 6-2,  6-0 
Hildebrand and 
Espinosa.  after 
edging
 the Gaels' 
Browning and
 
Scudder,  7-5, 
in
 the first set,
 took con-
trol  in the second with 
a 6-3 thrashing 
over
 their opponents








disposed  of 
Kirkpatrick  
and  Llano, 8-
2, 6-0 
"It was












 "I applied for law 
Chatman
 graduated from Cal 
school,
 but went into 
coaching  tempo- 
Poly 
San Luis Obispo in 1969 and re -
rarity," 
she  said. "That 
turned  into ceived
 her master's 
degree  in educa-
15 




 the following year. 
She got her first coaching job at 
San Jose's Andrew Hill High School, 
where she 
compiled  a 45-3 record and 
three league titles in her three years. 
Chatman then returned to her 
alma mater in 1973 
to coach the wom-
en's basketball team  In one year 
at 
Cal Poly, 
the  Mustangs finished 11-9. 
"1 left because they
 were de-em-
phasizing the game," she said. "The 
school wanted 
to make the game 
more of a club 
than




 Poly, she re-
turned
 to the San Jose area to 
coach  
at De Anza 
College. 
In her two years at the
 junior col-
lege level, 
Chatman's  team compiled 
an overall record of 56-3. 
Chatman  started her coaching 
career at SJSU in 1976 and 
posted six 
winning seasons





The Student Travel 
Network
 still thinks 
travel is an adventure!
 We can get 
you to 
Australia on a 
scheduled













kayak or on top of 
Ayer's  Rock 
faster 
and  cheap- er 
than anyone 
Into the bargain 
we
 
will give you 
free 
stopovers in 
the Pacific  
























contains  6 
packages.




























   










came in 1978 
and 1979, when the Spat -
tans finished
 24-4 and 22-9. 
Both years, SJSU had perfect 12 
0 NorPac records, winning the Wagoc
 
title in 1978 and finishing second it: 
1979. 
"I've 
enjoyed coaching here a 




miss the people at SJSU and
 working 
with the 











 the job, but 
she admits not 









ing," she said "It's 
time-consuming
 
work and you spend a lot of your timc 
sitting on the gym floor watching ath 
letes. 
squads.  
The first team 
overcame a 12 -
point deficit to beat 
the Cardinal, 22-
19. Down 19-7 in the second half, the 
Spartans scored 12 
points  in the final 
eight minutes





LaMont  inspired the Spartans 
when  the club was at its lowest point. 
"Everything 




 said. "Four 
plays came off right, and we scored." 
The 17-5 Spartans led at the end 
of 
the  first half, 7-6, but Stanford ex-
ploded for 13 straight points after in-
termission to take a commanding 
lead. 
But Rick Flynn and Andy Ander-




points apiece. and LaMont added a 
pair of two -point conversions to knot 
the score. 
Rugby games do not 
normally
 go 
into overtime, but 
Stanford decided it 
wanted to extend the contest The 
Spartans agreed to a sudden -death 
period. 
"Stanford 
said, 'We don't 
want
 a 
draw with San Jose State,' " Mc -
Beath said. 
The 
Spartans  had the momen-
tum, and SJSU 
scored with about five 
minutes remaining 
to win the con-
test. 
"We only 






LaMont  said. "I was 
sur-
prised. I thought they'd
 take the tie." 
LaMont  credited 
the
 Spartans' 
tenacity  in 
deciding  the 
outcome.
 
"The  guys kept 
the  game close, 
and the 
forwards  really 
took it to 
them," he said. 
"It's  the first time 
we've beaten 
them
 on their home 
turf
 
in a long 
time.  They were 
ranked  in 
the top five in the country 
last year." 
McBeath  said practice
 and hard 
road work paid 
off  for the Spartans, 
who gave a 100
-percent effort. 
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 made it easier he you to 
get the American Express Card Graduating 
students can get the 
Card as soon as they 
:tccept a 110.000 (neer oriented Mb If 
vou re not graduating
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:mill% 
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because  I'm too 
short.' " 
"The 
only  time 
it bothers























































baseball glove, he excelled in that 
sport as well, making the All -Penin-
sula 
team
 his last two years at  Home-
stead. 
His versatility made him one of 
the ten finalists for the 
Peninsula 
Times -Tribune Athlete of the Year in 
1982. 
John Paye, now football quar-




 won the award. 
Haruff,
 22, is a native of 
Redwood 
City. His "hobby" is competition. 
"Instead of collecting 
something,  
I was
 always playing something," he 
said.
 "I was always hyper; I always 
wanted to be competitive." 
If he didn't have the necessary 
equipment for baseball or basketball, 
he would make up rules just so he 
could unleash his competitive spirit. 
The junior 
recreation major 
began playing little league baseball 
at age eight. 
Haruff said he comes from a 
sports family  his father played 
baseball and professional softball as 
a youth and owns a sports bar, and 

























 match of the
 year by 
blanking





Spartans,  1-0 
in the PCAA,
 
improved  their 




























No. 4 seed Bob Hepner defeated 
Fullerton  State's Paul Treinen in 
straight sets, 6-0,6-0, to up his overall 
personal record to 3-4. 
Tom Sheehan, SJSU's No. 5 seed 
and most 
successful
 player on the 
team 
this  season ( he has a match re-
cord of 4-1), duplicated Hepner's feat 
by shutting down his
 opponent, Kevin 
Joe, 





Allen, raised his 1986 season
 
mark
 to 4-3 as he managed
 to get by 
the 
Titans' No. 1 singles 
player,  Matt 
Nagle,  6-1, 4-6, 
6-1,
 in the only
 three. 
set match






































Lyssy  was 
the standout
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been very supportive 
of his efforts in 
the realm
 of athletics. 
Haruff
 recalled the 
first  time he 
received
 attention as an athlete, as a 
sophomore in high school Unfortu-
nately, his initial experience with the 
media was not a completely satisfy-
ing one. 
"They spelled my name wrong," 
he said with 
a grin. 
Before 
coming  to SJSU. Haruff 
redshirted 
at Fresno State his fresh-
man year and then switched to Col-
lege of San Mateo for two years, play-
ing second and third 
base. 
While 
there,  he said he learned a 
great deal about the game from 
coach John 
Noce. 
Haruff has had a hard time ad-
justing to losing in his 





 on a winning 
team," he said. "To see guys accept 
losing bothers me." 
He said the team needs to be 
more disciplined
 to change the "loser 





"We need to discipline people 
more, to let them know 
they  did 
something wrong 
and to make them 
work
 harder," he said. 
Most of Haruff's playing experi-
ence has been at shortstop, but he has 
played mainly at second base the last 
two years. 
"I like to play both (positions)," 
he 
said.  "Short has more action, but 
you get to 
turn
 double
 plays at sec-
ond." 
Haruff realizes how hard it is to 
make it to 
the  professional level in 
baseball and is not basing his 
life 
around the game. 
"I love baseball a lot," he 
said,  
"and
 if I get a shot, I'll take it. But
 
the main thing I 
want is to get my de-
gree." 
Haruff said a lot of people 
believe  





 and said it is pre-
paring him for a variety of opportuni-
ties. 
He is interested in opening a 
baseball camp for youngsters 
or
 
starting his own business. Another 
possibility is taking over his dad's 
business. 
"I'm interested in advertising. 
planning things, financing things  I  
just don't want to sit 





 course Herat( 
decides to take, it's a sure bet that he 
will pursue his goals with the same 
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Alpha  Epsilon 
fraternities 
do a 
Michael K Chow Daily staff
 photographer 
dance 
skit  with the Alpha Phi 
sorority show was 



















 life IS 
i0 
to




 fails now, 
KSJS  could M. 
off  
the 
air  from a few
 days to a 
few 
weeks, 

















 study for 
relocating
 the FM 
transmitter. 
His report is 
expected to find 
a lo-
cation that 
would  not interfere 
with other radio 
station  broad-




 for broadcasting, Le-
fever said 
"We are on the 
same fre-




 KALX." Lefever said. "We 
would drown them right 
out if we 
broadcasted 
with  our 1000 watt 
transmitter."  
If the current 
transmitter was 
located 
on Mt. Umunhum or 
Lomi:  
Preita, then 
the signal would 






mountain  we could 
re-
duce our signal
 strength to as little 
as 200 watts and 
still have the 
same range we have now,"
 Le-
fever  said. 
Another option 
is to get a di-
rectional transmitter
 that could 

























September  but could
 not be 
hired because




 Manager Joel 
Wyrick 
The 
KSJS budget, submitted 
before the Paseo Mall project was 
known,





Associated Students was 
asked to fund the 
project
 and after 
several delays, provided $2,500 of 
the 
estimated  $5,000 needed to pay 
for the report. 
Wyrick said 
that  part of $10,-
000 raised in a week-long telethon 
held last October to raise money 
for the new transmitter will be 
used to make up the difference. 
An increased signal would 
allow KSJS to reach more stu-
dents, 
Wyrick  said. 








dorms,  our audience
 is 
very transient. We are 
a univer-









cetera,  would be able 
to pick us up 
for the first
 time with a 
mountain-



















 ad that some 








press  release 
boasting  about 
all the fuss it 
caused.  
"Needless




 at the amount 
of 
attention 









 in the re 
lease 











Park.  It 
showed
 a sul 
try model












and  a headline












marketing  and 
advertising, 
said in the 




bondage  was intended. 








we saw nothing 



























Mountain  View and 








caused by open valve 
continued from page 1 
The Central Plant and its cogene-
ration plant
 located within, provides 
the campus with heat, 
ventilation
 and 
hot water as well as generating
 elec-
tricity. 
Sump pumps, designed to clear 
the tunnel of water, 
broke  down dur-
ing the heavy rains last 
week
 and 
work crews were "fighting a losing 
battle" to keep the tunnel
 free of 
water, Moss said. 
The tunnel contains eight 
pumps  
in all and it was the two pumps, esti-
mated to be 15 years old, in the low-
est part of the conduit that
 rnalfunc-
t Mned,
 he said. 
"They probably didn't have as 















reward  for returning 
a lost dog 
to 
its owner 
was  charged 
with violat-


















Filbert,  an animal
 control 
officer, is 






cost  him up to 
six months 





















reward  were 
posted, and 
Filbert reportedly saw 
One.
 
When Muffie turned up at 
the 
pound, 
courtesy  of Iwo women who 
saw the pooch 
wandering  around, Fil-
bert allegedly took Muffie out of the 
lockup and 
returned  her to Frese. 
who paid him 
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4404,0.
 I," 
have," Moss said. 
The tunnel 
is about seven feet 
high and water from the open  valve 
filled that space from floor to ceiling. 
As the water 
level in the tunnel 
increased,  it covered the hot -steam 
pipe,
 he said. 
The pipe heated the water to its 
boiling point and made access to the 
tunnel impossible, he said. 
Steam billowed from 
the various 
vents in the system Tuesday and 
caused damage 
to the thermal insula-
tion covering the pipes, Moss said. 
That insulation
 keeps the tem-
perature in the
 pipes constant 
and is 
made of a plaster -like 
substance  cov-
ered with 
canvas,  he said. 








continued from page I 
ticipated income 
of
 $1,500 on its 1985-
86 budget request, 
but  its actual in-
come as included on the 1986-87 bud-
get
 
request was $90. 
Booths at the








 charged for 
booth 
rental, Rose 
said. He said 
all 
booth users
 should pay rent 
because  
the individual 
organizations  use the 
bazaar
 as a fund-raiser. 
MEChA's budget request faced 
the largest percentage cut. The His-
panic student 
organization's  request 
was reduced to $930, approximately 
one-fourth



































































order  to 
remain
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 funding, the 
commit-
tee
 is scheduled to 
conduct an auxil-
iary meeting Monday 
afternoon  in 
addition  to 
meetings  already 
sched-
uled for March 











from page I 
whole complex, Tattershall said. 
Residents would not have to pay any-
thing, because the cost 
would be han-
dled by the University Housing Serv-
ice, he said. 
Tattershall 




 be made 
before  spring 
break. 
If the complex is 
sprayed, it will 
take a whole day to do 
the job, said 





four  hours are needed 
for residents to move all of their fur-
niture away from the
 walls, dishes 
out of their cupboards, and so on. It 
takes three or four
 hours to do the ac-
tual spraying of the buildings and 
residents have to 
stay out of the 
buildings another two hours, Brown 
said. 
There are four primary aspects 
of the spraying 
of the Spartan City 
Buildings, Tattershall said: 
Comprehensive spraying of 
It's













'1 hat adventurecan lead 
you 
.11,1111dtheworldand  








 clsok here 






from one building to the next. 
Repair of plumbing leaks and 
cracks. 
? Thorough  clean-up proce-
dures.  
 Follow-up spraying a month 
after the initial spraying 
to kill any 
roaches 
hatched since the first spray-
ing. 
Cockroaches  are brought to the 
buildings by 
people  when they move 









From there, the cockroaches 
travel from one apartment to another 
and from building to building, he 
said.  
He said he hopes the 
problem will 
be solved by spraying of the buildings 
twice and then having residents spot 
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'The problem at 
Clark is you've got a 
five -story building, 
and only two 
elevators to 
service 
it . . 




























rather than using the 
stairs.  It is this kind
 of use that slows 
up an elevator. 
"An elevator
 gets to 
two-thirds  
maximum
 speed, then 
has to stop, 
be-
cause  the space 










speed  of the 




size,  a taller 
building's
 elevators 
would  be faster. 




leration and deceleration in a five -
story building," he said 
Osegueda said a partial solution 
would 
be to use the staff elevator, 
which is currently off limits 
to stu-
dents.  
"I really feel that if the staff 
el-
evator 
was  turned loose in the busy 
part of the day, it would help a lot," 
he said. "I've been 
told that there's a 
security problem, in that it gives ac-
cess to various parts
 of the building 
where unauthorized people shouldn't 
be such as the 
basement."  
But  Osegueda said
 that com-





 high marks for its 
smooth
-running elevators. 
"In fact, this 
campus  came out in 
a survey as 
number
 one in elevator 
service," he 
said.  "The firm that
 did 









 was done by 
Hessel-
berg.












whipping  the elevators
 into 
shape,"
 he said. 
In his first 




 had "90 trouble
-calls. It took 
me about three 
months to get a 
han-
dle on 
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 0500.1 000 
Stuffing  
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 addressed 
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NOW HIRING,' 
FOOD
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cooks entree 
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 meat cloy 
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OFFICE ASSTISTANT
 20 30 hr. wk 
eves 
dr Mande Varied duces in re 
tail 
credit office Perm year round 
opportunity with flex 
hours  Call 
Lindy or Jen at 296 7393 
PART TIME SALES
 Earn good 
money  
and gam valuable esperrence that 
will imprese
 
your future employ  
ars 12 15 hours skak High corn 
mission and bonuses 4100 00 to 
5250 00 weekly and up Bay Area
 
students have made great money 
wIth us since 1977 Call and find 
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0570 
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available for work during he 
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Call
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A painting of 
a nude woman 
was stolen









 student from 
Norway, was 
part  of a two -student
 
art 
exhibit  displayed on 
the first 
floor
 of the building. 
According 




and  another 
art  
student left 




 5:45 p.m. At 
that time the 
painting was 








 H that 
evening,  
the 








paper,  has 
not  been 
estimated,
 but 








quality.  It does have 
sentimental




 did not 



















but  was 



















 her favorite 
work." 
The painting, 
as part of Hoge
-
berg's 
portfolio,  is 
necessary
 for 
application for  a 




Rogeberg  asked 
that the per-
son 
who has the 
painting 







will  be asked,
 Nelson 
said.  
Sgt. Ed Anderson, University 
Police crime 
analysis  officer, said 
that 
anyone  could have taken the 
painting 
down,  rolled it up and
 
walked off with it. There 
were no 
witnesses, 
Anderson  said, and 
there 






































































 estimated  at
 $200.
 
































































































   
Spartan Oriocci
 will hold a gen-
eral meeting at 7 
tonight
 in the Stu-
dent 
Union Almaden 
Room.  For 
more information
 contact Cindy Ono 
at
 277-8374 
   
The
 Associated Students 
will hold 
a meeting  for
 people to 
learn more 
about  the Book 
Co-op  from 3 to 5 
p.m.  









742-7300  or 
248-8347. 















 Mind" at 4:30 








 Voss at 
277-2871.  
   
The SJSU Karate Club will hold a 
general workout 
at 7:30 tonight in 
Spartan Complex, Room 
089. For 
more 
information  contact 
Byron  at 
293-7276  












from 5:30 to 





















study  from 
2:30 to 









































   
The Inter
-Fraternity Council, in 
connection with Panhellenic Greek 
Week,
 will hold a meeting on Greek 
Philanthropy from 10 a.m.
 to 2 p.m. 
today in the Spartan Memorial Cha-
pel. For more information contact 
Susan Shultz at 279-9035. 
   
The Department of Theatre Arts 
will hold an MFA Evening of Enter-
tainment with two 
plays, "Trifles" 
and "The American
 Dream," at 8 to-
night in the Studio Theatre in Hugh 
Gillis Hall, Room
 103. Tickets are $2 
For more information call Vanita
 
INCLUDES 
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American  Theatre Company ol San 
Francisco  
This
















show, you II realize how 
tun(ny)  
being











 ASIAN. and the Asian Amer-
ican Studies Department





 call the 
Asian
 American 
Studies  Office 
at 2 7 7-2894 








































Moore  at 
277-3190.  
   
The 





7 tonight in 
Spartan
 Complex, Room 
075. For more 




   
The Sierra 





American  Youth 
Hostel at 7 
tonight
 in the 
Student
 
Union Pacheco Room. 
For more in-
formation contact





   
The 
SJSU  Fencing Club 
will  hold 
a meeting from 5:30 
to 6:30 tonight in 
Spartan








   
The 
Gay and 
Lesbian  Alliance 
will hold a 





mation,  call 
395-3033.  
   
Beta  Alpha Psi 
will  hold a social 
at 6:30 tonight
 and a formal
 meeting 
at 7:30 p 
m. tomorrow 
at
 the Marriott 




Rose will speak at the meeting. 
For more information contact
 Karen 
Martin at 738-2456. 


























   
Student
 Affiliates of the Ameri-
can Chemical Society will hold a 
meeting at 1:30 
p.m, tomorrow in 
Duncan Hall, Room 
504.  Free pizza 
will be 
served.
 For more information 
contact 
Kaprie  at 262-5553. 
   
Bulwer-Lytton Undergraduate
 
Society will hold a casting party for 
the May -Day production of "Pyr-
amus and Thisby" at  12:30 p.m. to-
morrow in Faculty Offices, Room 
104. For more information contact Al-
lison Heisch at 277-2856. 




 a pancake 


















The ski club 
plans to take 
full 
advantage
 of the season's 
heavy 
snowfall this year. 
The club is 
scheduling a 
weeklong trip during 
spring  break to 
Jackson
 Hole in 









Hole has more snow
 
than most resorts in 
Colorado  and 
Wyoming. They have 100 
inches  of 
snow 
versus 40 inches anywhere
 
else," said 
Doug  Webb, the club's 
president. 
Each year
 the club plans 
two 
out-of-state trips, one in January 
and one
 during the spring break. 
The club also plans four 
weekend  
trips, usually to Tahoe resorts, 
said Webb, a senior majoring
 in 
business.  




base  of the mountain so that 
members don't have to catch a 
bus to get to the mountain to ski," 
he 
said. 
In the past, members have 
had problems with lodging, Webb 
said. But this year the club re-
served condominiums for the 
Jackson Hole trip well in advance, 
Webb said. 
This trip runs from March 22-
29 and costs
 $310. The trip includes 
round-trip transportation, lodging 
for a week, lift tickets and acces-
sories such as obstacle races and 
wine and cheese parties. The
 trip 




vited," Webb said. "They just 
have to become a 













 not have 
to
 join the 






the  three 
day  trip and 
non-
members 




visit  to the 
casinos on 
the south 


































































dance  we 









open  to the 
public 
as
 well as 
mem-
bers. 



















































































Center,  360 
South  11th 
St.  Tick-
ets 
are $3 for 
students 
and  children 
and 
$5
 general. For 
more  informa-
tion, 
contact  Jo 
Stuart at 
277-2520.  




















Room.  The topic
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 will hold 
interviews  on 
campus:  
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unable to 
matte  on 
appointment
 for on 
Interview 
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Locapoets sound off 
at
 readings 

















filled  every seat in 
the Concert Hall of the Music 
Building last Friday. Planes 




But the crowded conditions 
and outside disturbances didn't 
hinder the 
enthusiasm as musi-
cians from Northern California 
schools gathered for the SJSU 
Music
 Department's 16th an-
nual choir invitational festival. 
College, high 
school, and 
even junior high school 
singers 
shared classical, gospel, and 
modern music. 
It
 was inspiring 
to see choirs give standing 
ovations to one 
another,  espe-
cially when they were de-
served. 
The festival is organized by 
SJSU choral conductor Char-
lene Archibeque. 
"I hold the festival each 
year because it is important for 
college students to see what 
high school singers are capable 
of," Archibeque said. 
Many of the high school so-
loists sang with a collegiate 
quality. 
Not only does the festival 
allow students to appreciate 
each other's musicianship, but 
it also gives Archibeque an op-
portunity
 to attract singers to 
SJSU 
"Talented
 singers might be 
inspired




 school," she 
said.  
Since Proposition 13 in 1978 
cut many music programs, di-
rectors must actively recruit 
talented young singers just as 





















































year,  there were 
no high school 
choirs  in the San 
Jose Unified 
School  District," 
she said.
 "If there are no choirs 
in the area, eventually the col-








































































































festival  were 
SJSU  grad-
uates, and one of 
the  remaining 







 many alumni 
are invited to the festival is be-
cause they have the best choirs, 
Archibeque  said. 
"Hopefully my students 
can go out 
as
 directors and as-
pire to the same high stan-
dards," she said. 




choirs  seemed to inspire 


















  Daily staff photographer
 
Folksinger Judy 
Gorman -Jacobs plays the guitar at her concert 
last
 Saturday 
By Jamie Rackley 
Both the room 
and  the talent 
were too big for the small but ap-
preciative audience 
that attended 
Judy  Gorman -Jacobs' concert. 
Gorman -Jacobs,
 a feminist 
folksinger who writes much of her 




the guitar, sang to a group 
of about 40 
people Saturday night 
in the Concert Hall of the Music 
The 
two-hour  concert 
included  
selections from







John  Denver 





















to dance lightly over such songs as 
"I'm  a One Hour Mama So a 
One  
Minute Papa Ain't The Kind of 
Man for Me." 
The singer's sole accompani-
ment for the concert was her 
gui-
tar: she alternated acapella songs 




most of her numbers with an ac-
count of where the inspiration 
came from for the tunes she wrote 
or 
a history of the song or the occa-
sion she had
 sung it for. 
On her recent
 European tour, 
Gorman -Jacobs sang a rendition 
of "Bread and Roses" in both Ger-
man and 
English  to a crowd of 
over 1,000 German 
solidarity  
workers. They demanded she sing 














During the intermission. Gor-
man -Jacobs
 signed albums and 
talked with the 
audience about 
growing up in New York 
City. 
"I got kicked out of 
the  high 
school glee club 
because the tea-
cher 
said  my voice 
was  too deep 
and I 
sounded  like a 
frog," she 
said. 







 in the 
history of women
 in music. 
Her  latest album 
reflects the 
changes she
 has gone 
through as 
an
 artist, in 




















intense scenes subject to quick 
change. Not recommended to 
those who 
are  scared easily and 
have weak hearts. 
Switches from 
fantastical horror to timely com-
edy to violent Vietnam 
jungle  
scenes that will put anyone on the 





















From its title, one 
would  never 
know that this 
movie  is loaded with 
comedy
 as well as some
 excellent 
jungle scenes
 of an infantry rifle 

















in scaring the 
pants 






Cobb,  a 
novelist

































































































Cobb's  novel, 
the  aunt's 
house,  and 
greasy,
 slimy 










ence on the 





























































 and decides to get some hell) 
from the rest
 of the platoon in-
stead. 
Untimely
 comedy: Without a 
pause, the 






 about his 
war 
buddy and throws out 
a witty joke 
that




































































































































 Them boys 
is bad! And they play some dan-
gerous funk music, too," Clinton 




in all colors . . . that is, if these 
guys are really white!" 
The Peppers have also dallied 
with Thomas 
Dolby and sallied 
forth from the depths of Hollywood 
with such songs
 as "If You Want 



































live to play live 
and will be 
making
 an exclusive 
Bay Area 
appearance  tomorrow 
It will be their first 
performance  
ever in San 
Jose. The "rock'em. 
sock'em" show 
will
 be in Morris 
Dailey 
Auditorium  at 9 p.m. 




Area's  own primal -funk band, 
Dot 3. They get their inspiration
 
from African and 
funk music, and 




 the band receives a lot 
of 
local  air play and has sent 
tapes
 
of its "stuff" all 
over the world. 
Dot 3 has not yet 
produced  a re-
cord. Bands 
without records seem 
to 
remain  anonymous, like a man 
without
 a credit card, 
percussion-
ist Mark Renner said. 
The band relies 
on 'lots of per-
cussion.  They 







































By Shannon Rasmussen 
A performer 
knows  she's 
done well 
when her audience is 
dancing and 
shouting  that the San 




certainly  owned the 
house last Saturday night. even 
though she shared the spotlight
 
with a special guest. 
Sheila E., a young
 artist with 
lots of talent and 
beauty,
 strutted 




new song "Love on the E 
Train."  
Not only 
could  she sing, but 
she also showed 
extraordinary  
talent 






out in a blue lace 
pantsuit and 
matching scarf, a long jacket and
 
high white boots, Sheila
 wel-
comed her crowd and tried to get 





"Is that all I'm 
gonna get? 
Isn't that funky enough?" she 
asked after an opening song. 
But she did 
get her desired 
response. 
For more than an hour, at 
least 2,000 people danced with 
her, sang with her and clapped 
along to her songs, which ranged 







 and brother 
who  
opened  the 
show










her  performance. 
Sheila  left the stage, only to 
re-
turn for an 
encore.  When she fi-
nally said "goodnight" for what 
seemed to be the last
 time, the 
crowd chanted for her return. 
Minutes
 later, the auditorium
 
became dark, and
 it was obvious 
that
 something was stirring. 
Sheila hit 
the stage again, 
this time with Prince and mem-
bers 
of The Revolution. The 







Prince  danced on 





 most of 
the next 
30



































Theatre  was 
Sheila 
E. 's house for


































looks  like 
I'm  playing 
toy drums,  
and we 






































































The band has a six -song demo 
tape 
circulating
 radio stations in 
the Bay Area. Sturmer said. 
"Our
 tunes are based 
on an 









































 to go 
to work,





























have  been 
getting 
heavy 











Out,"  a rousing 
dance 
tune 
with  a funk beat, 
has
 been put 
on a "best of 
new  American dance 
bands 











 to playing 
at the 
Spartan 
Pub  tonight. 
"I have a lot 
of friends here. In 
fact, the song 
"Watchin' the 
Rain,"  was written
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heavy metal rock music and 
Christianity that doesn't click. 
For one 
























all for only 
$14.50.
 
Christians, on the 
other 
hand, have a 
tendency  to re-
frain from such activities. 
So, when Stryper,
 a Chris-
tian rock band, 
performed  Fri-
day at the 
San Jose Civic, it was
 
difficult to keep from 
wonder-
ing whether 
the four heavy 





 their amplifiers. 
Stryper,  a name derived 
from the biblical passage
 "with 
His stripes 
we are healed," 
( Isaiah 53:51, proved that 
heavy metal rock and Chris-
tianity don't have to click to 




powerful music  the best 
of 
which was slow  Stryper 
put on an energetic perfor-
mance that was intriguing
 and 
unpredictably
 amusing, even 
for a non-Christian and non -
heavy
 metal enthusiast. 




 it put on a show that held
 
the audiences' 
attention  and 
made it seem sinful to casually 
look away. 
The four wild -haired band 
members, dressed in their 
usual black 
and yellow striped 
leather -and -spandex costumes 
with chains, scarves and cruci-
fixes, were 
visually  appealing. 
Their 
audience was di-
verse. A glance 
through  the 
crowds 
caught  an e/derly lady 
( who 





 up on a man's 
shoulders (as if 
watching a cir-
cus  and actually, it 
came 
pretty 
close), and a bewildered 
infant being held above the 
waving arms of the mad crowd, 
most 
of whom were teenagers 
with stringy 
shoulder -length 






and  souvenir T-shirts 
commemerating
 heavy metal 
groups such 
as
 Black Sabbath, 
Iron Maiden and Motley 
Crue. 




non-Christian heavy metal 
group that opened for 
Stryper, 
was greeted by a frantic dis-
play 
of
 middle fingers and later 
showered with garbage. 
Once Stryper 
got  going, vo-
calist Michael
 Sweet asked the 
audience  if they 















 pouring the 
water on 






through the concert. Sweet 
stopped the music and re-
minded everyone that the most 
important part of the perfor-
mance had not yet been done. 
He and the other three band 
members, Oz Fox, Timothy 
Gaines and his older brother 
Hobert Sweet, tossed a couple 
of 
hundred
 pocket editions of 
the New Testament to the audi-
ence  who's members eagerly 
lunged for them. 
The younger Sweet then 
gave a sermon which is best 
summed up by his final words: 
"We want to party 
with you 'til 
eternity!" 
And the music went on. The 
loud pounding of drums and the 
intense electrifying sounds of 
the guitars sensationalized Mi-
chael  Sweet's vocals "Shout it 
out: Christ is the leader!" 
So, 'play heavy metal and 
go to hell' is no longer the case. 
Stryper has rebelled . . . er, uh-
. repelled. 
(Daily 
staff  writer Suzanne 
Espinosa was not
 "saved" by 
Stryper,
 but she did 
learn  that 
the best way to catch Michael
 
Sweet's attention was to lean 
casually against the stage wall 









































shirt  shows 
where




























The lights dim. The audi-
ence quiets. A man 
walks up 
and starts to read 
something  
he's 
written.  When he's done, 
another gets up and reads. And 
another And another. And so 
on. And so on.
 If not for the im-
pending dawn, the procession of 
readers 
could  go on forever. 
Some people read poetry 
they've written, and 
some read 
their short stories. Others read 
a friend's work. 
"At one reading we 
had  a 
lady strip
 while reading a 
poem," said Todd
 Perreira, 
founder and director of "Art at 
Eight."
 the open poetry/fiction 
readings 













 who has 
something  he 
wants to 
read  to a 
roomful 
of people 





 at Eight" is a forum 
for 
people
 to have 
their  poetry 
or fiction heard,
 Perreira said. 
"The idea actually came 
from a barroom conversation I 
had with the manager of the 
Eulipia." Perreira said. "I said 
that San Jose needed a place for 
poetry readings and he said he 
had the place" 
And so the poetry/fiction 
readings started in  June 1985. 
"Art at 
Eight-  refers to the 
time 
that the 




Tuesdays  at 8 
p.m.  coin-
ciding with 













"It's been really 
popular." 
Perreira said. "Once we got 
over 100 people." About 40-50 
people attended the reading on 
March 4. 
Potential readers sign up 
and are screened between 7:30 
and 7:45 p.m. Screening is 
just 
telling the people that they only 













unable  to read 
every  night, 
he said. 
The next "Art at 
Eight" 
reading is 
scheduled  for March 
18. Eulipia is located on First
 






 is 'the  last word' 
By Thomas Gary Morlan 
If you're looking for a 
broad, 
and sometimes bizarre, range of 
writings 
and  artwork, turn to the 
spring "Zyzzyva," 
a collection of 
works  from West Coast 
authors  
and artists. 
The fact that the 
quarterly  
publication is named 
for the last 
word 









definition  of 
that
 word. A 
zyz-
zyva







 on an al-
kaline note. 
"Tell  me the 
truth,  do 







a poem on 
growing
 old that















dren  say 
they'll
 never let 
me go to 
one
 of those 
places./
-They
 all say 
that." This poem
 and others by 
Najarin  force the 
reader  to con-
sider how 
society thinks





 Strength of 
Steel," an autobiographical 
glimpse of her childhood 
as a steel-
worker's daughter, is one of the 
strongest pieces in the 
collection  
Her father
 lives for the steel indus-
try and is constantly on the move. 
dreaming of someday owning a 


























vations  make 






 as a 
writer.  
But the prize of  the collection 
is the first chapter from Edward 
Abbey's new novel. "The Confes-
sions
 of a Barbarian." The author 
fills the pages with biting, subtle 
humor and memorable philosoph-









































































alone  makes 
the 

































be quite bored 
with the whole thing. 

















music,  and 
smiling, bubbly, young 
people singing their hopes 
and  
dreams to one and all. 
Harvey  Evans stars as P.T. 
Barnum,  a lackey 
who  finds out at 
a  very 
early age that his calling in 
life is to 
"humbug,"




 takes us 
through 45 years 
of Mr. Barnum's 
life, Evans
 plays Barnum like a 
14 -
year -old kid throughout. Even 
when Barnum loses his wife of 
44 
years, Evans sounds more like 
he's lost a puppy dog 
than his life 
partner.
 
We meet up with P.T. Barnum 
after the 25-year
-old  man has pur-
chased the contract of a 
woman  
who
























want to be 
lied to. 
The old lady 
becomes George 
Washington's nurse, as 
well
 as a 




 its way. 
He 
becomes famous
 when he 
uses his 
earnings
 to buy into 
a 
small-time
 freak show called 
"The 
American 




 a big-time freak 
show
 
"Barnum"  is an 
independent 
production by the San
 Jose Civic 
Light Opera 
Theatre. The major 
performers




 they were hired for 
"Bar-
num"  and have 
several
 musicals 
under their belts. 
William 
Woodruff 
plays  two 
different
 roles and 
has the best 
voice and range
































San Jose (408) 
246-5369 
William  Woodruff
 as the 16I -year
-old nurse in 
"Barnum" 
blues singer. He rightfully re-
ceived



















speed  to 
entertain  and 
change


















Lost in the confusion is the fact 
that the play really has nothing to 
do with the circus. Barnum spent 
most of his life showing freaks and 
misfits,  and it wasn't until late in 
life and the last 
scene in the play 
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 IS SJSU 
NIGHT 
WITH DINNER





 AND DANCING. 
* MONDAY IS 2 




































 J. Hansen 






tombs or get a taste of the civiliza-
tion
 that Anthony and Cleopatra 
lived 
in, 
wish  no longer; 
you can 
get all of that right here in San 
Jose.
 
The Rosicrucian Egyptian Mu-
seum, located on Park and Nagler 
streets,
 
contains  the largest
 collec-




 in the 
western  
United States,
 said museum super-




creates the mood of 
ancient times. The large ram
 stat-
ues that 
sit on top of concrete 









"It is the only Egyptian mu-
seum






The museum houses 
many 
captivating 
exhibits  of ancient 
Egyptian life,
 including some stat-
ues that 
are  over four thousand 
years 
old.  These statues were 
placed 
in the tombs of the dead to 
act 
as
 servants in the afterworld.
 
Other artifacts include a 
statue of Cleopatra, a cuneiform 
exhibit  of ancient Egyptian writ-
ing, a model of an ancient  Egyp-
tian house, a mummified bull's 
head, an exhibit of sculpted skulls 
that represent the ascent of man, 
and King Tut's golden mummy 
case. The oldest exhibit in the mu-
seum is a piece of Paleolithic flint 



















Daily  staff 
photographer
 
One of many mummies 
at
 the Rosierucian Museum 
never been interested in mummies 
before, when you see those brown 
dried-up creatures lying there, 
looking as if they just might sit up 
and jump right through the glass 
case, you'll become interested.
 
These aren't movie mummies 
wrapped in cheese cloth. One has 
real teeth showing
 and another has 
toes showing. Better yet, one of the 
mummies is half unwrapped, and 
the whole upper 
skeleton,  as well 
as the tongue, is there for full view-
ing. These mummies are guar-
anteed to give any museum -goer 
the shivers. 
The museum, built in 1927 
by 
the Rosicrucians, a philisophical 
fraternity, has about 250,000 visi-
tors each year. It is part of the Ro-
sicrucian 
Park,  which also con-
tains a planetarium, a research 
library, the Rose -Croix University 
and beautiful grounds 
which  also 











































 Italian food 
and don't 
mind
 waiting the 
quoted hour 








 a popular 


















Their  menu 
includes  salads, 
sandwiches, 
soups, desserts
 and a huge 
se-
lection of entrees:
 steaks and 
DININg 




Breakfast, lunch and din-
ner are served, and prices 
range from $3 to $16. But be 
ready for large portions of qual-
ity, grade -A food. 
A huge neon sign bearing 
the name of the restaurant 
leads you to its entrance. Two 
five-foot high black vases domi-
nate the crowded waiting area. 
The atmosphere may not be 
fancy, but the restaurant is one 
you can
 feel comfortable in. 
The noise level is loud and 
the decor is definitely not mod-
ern, having remained the same 
for 30 years, as long as Original 
Joe's has been in 
existence.  
Gaudy
 but decorative gold -leaf 
plates and 
wall  hangings are 
placed randomly 
on
 wood -panel 
walls. 
Several small greek statues 
are placed in 
various  areas of 
the restaurant, and 
there  are 
even marble-like busts on the 
restroom doors indicating 
women's and men's facilities. 




 around the 
cor-




was  too 
noisy  to hear 
it, hut the 


























 code is 
casual. 
The
 different thing about 
Original Joe's is the age of their 
employees;
 restaurant workers 
are usually college
 or high 
school students, but the em-




 was fantastic. 
The  host and servers 
dressed in 
tuxedos
 with bow ties and were 
very friendly 
and attentive. Our 
waiter was very honest,
 polite 
and 
met all of our needs. After 
ordering our 
meals,  we waited 
only 
20 minutes for them to ar-
rive. Our
 dinner was 
hot,  
smelled great and
 tasted even 
better. The 
Joe's  Special  a 
hamburger  dish with spinach, 
eggs and mushrooms  
was 
great, but what
 topped off a 
perfect evening was our wait-
er's Italian 
accent.  
Original Joe's is located at 





cautioned, as the 
parking around the 
restaurant  
is an 
experience  in itself. 
The restaurant's hours are 
11 a.m. to 1:30 a.m.
 daily. Res-
ervations
 aren't accepted un-
less it's for a banquet. 
Neither  
checks  nor major credit cards 
are accepted, but they do have 
take-out food if 
the order is 















unconventional and with 
an air of 
mysterious dimension, 
the works of 
artist  Phyllis Shafer 
are on exhibit 
at the Works in San 
Jose. 
All six of 
Shafer's  oil on can-
vas 
paintings possess 
a quality of 
motion 
combined with dark colors 
and 
a glossy finish. 
The  images 
are sharply




"Maelstrom," by far the best 
of the six paintings, 
depicts 
graphic 






The funnel leads the eye in a 
circular motion
 that brings it to a 
brilliant
 skyline of glowing
 orange. 
The  funnel itself rests among 
forms that, near
 the center, re-
semble gentle swells in a flowing 
river 
but  grow to form images
 of 
green hills near the 
skyline






the other works in that there are 
no 











for blending both 
color  and form 
A casual glance at 
the work is 
not possible. The painting pulls the 
viewer inside 



















liar to those 
plowed
 in a garden, 
punctuated
 by craters 
that serve 
as 
a gateway to a 
dark  and forbid-
ding  void. 
Traveling 
parallel to 
the  rows, 
bundles of 
headless  fish 
float  from 
the 
background  and 
flow into the 
craters.
 
Depicted  on 
the horizion


















































 as a 
point of 
de-





















 in her per-
ception 









 efforts come 
off  just short 
29.
 
of absurd. Art 
is just so much 
deco-
ration






















 14, 9:00 pm 
Moms Dailey Auditorium 
Tickets  
0 
Si Shah.M,  SO SO LAnorol 
ON al AAA foor 
armisbuo  al ON A S 




The A.S. Program Board will 
feature "Spies Like Us"
 at the 
Wednesday Night Cinema March 
26 at 7 and 10 p.m.
 at Morris Dailey 




Roest will give his graduate recital 
today  at 8:15 p.m. in the Concert 
Hall of the 
Music  Building. There 
is no 
admission  charge 
Pianist John
 Delevoryas and 
cellist Robert Sayre will give a fac-
ulty recital tomorrow at 8:15 p.m. 
in the Concert Hall of the Music 
Building. Admission is $5 general 
and $3 for students and 
seniors.  
Niel Rutman will give a piano 
concert March 15 at 8 :15 p.m in 
the Concert Hall 
of the Music 
Building. There is no admission 
charge. 
The SJSU Symphonic 
Band 




 OUR POPULAR 
"ALL YOU CAN EAT" 
BUFFET 
CALENDAR 
in the Concert Hall of the Music 
Building. 
Admission
 is $3 general 
and  $1 for students and seniors 
Jazz Combo No. 
I 
will perform 
March 19 at 8:15 p.m. in Music 
Building, 
Room
 150. There is no 
admission charge. 
The 
Red Hot Chili 
Peppers  and 
Dut 3 will play
 tomorrow 
at
 9 p.m. 
in Morris Daily 
Auditorium.  Tick-
ets are 
$8.50  general, 
$7.50  for stu-
dents, and $9 
at




Salad  Bar, hot 
Mexican
 entrees, Rice & Beans,
 
Hot 
Chips  W/Selse Fresco 
LUNCH




Hamilton  Ave next to Brenner s 
Campbell,
 CA 408-374-4290 

















135 W. Santa Clara
 (Between
 
Market  and 
San  Pedro) 280-0707 



































 Good With Coupon
 Only 
Son Jose, CA 




with  the 
Browns  and 
Juliet Slip 
will play at 
the Spartan 
Pub 
March  18 from
















a lecture by 
sculptor 
Rosemarie  Castro 
March 
18 at 5 
p.m. in the 
Art  Building, 
room 133. 
"Set in Motion" 
will  he exhih-
Thursday. March
 13, 1986 












and 6 to 8 
p.m.  Tuesday.
 
"In the Mind's Eye" by Lisa 
Ramirez and "Recent 
Waterco-
lors" by Jane Miller will be exhib-
ited  in the Student Union Gallery 
through March 20. Gallery hours 
are 9:30 a.m.
 to 4 p.m. Monday 
through Friday and 6 to 8 p.m. 























North  of 
E. JACKSON ST. 
Santa
 Clara St 
Between  
3rd





























 14510 Big 
Basin  Way 
Saratoga, 741-1777 
 1057 Blossom
 Hill Rd. 
723-3211 
'It 'lc  'lc  'lc 










 or SALAD 
TWO PEOPLE PER 
COUPON (NO 
SPLITTING  OF 
OMELETTES)  
WITH 
THREE  DIFFERENT 
ITEMS (ONLY 1 
SEAFOOD).  VALID
 
FROM 4:30 to 
9PM.  PRESENT 
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